ABSTRACT Several different strategies of 3D modeling are adopted for different kinds of manmade objects.
Introduction 1
Model can be defined as the description of real 
Existing problems of 3D Modeling technology
It is generally recognized that most of current modeling methods are far from satisfactory.
These modeling strategies only offer methods describing objects and their relationships extremely. But the methods how to obtain them are not offered. That is to say, they only tell us what is done, but do not tell us why it is done and how to do. These results can be ascribed to misapplication of current 3D model software.
We sum up as follows:
1) The design of software is not driven by application requirements resulting in possible hidden incorrectness.
2) Data acquisition and 3D modeling are two separate processes and usually achieved under two different platforms. If 3D modeling is constructed without referenced images, the correctness of the model cannot be guaranteed. To make the matter worse, error only can be found 
Several strategies of 3D modeling
Three main strategies are demonstrated in de tail in this part that involve modeling from 2D information and elevation, automatic and semiautomatic modeling of complicated objects from stereo image pair, topological 3D model based on CAD for most complicated manmade objects etc.
Modeling from 2D information and elevation
We can get 2D information of different artificial surface features conveniently from databases or electronic map or digital map directly, so how to get elevation information is the key of 3D modeling. At present, in most cases regular surveying are adopted. Its cost is low but its efficiency is good only for buildings with a horizontal roof.
Besides, the digital surface model (DSM) can be used to acquire elevation information. But this method is only suitable for suburb area because in urban, it is difficult to meet practical demands unless we survey manmade ohiects by hand. In sum, this method is not suitable for 3D "modeling of complicated objects.
But it should be mentioned that modeling from 2D information and elevation is effective for 3D modeling of one kind of marimade objects, balcony. Current strategies of ignoring it or describing it with texture briefly or expressed as a part of basic building are not scientific in fact. In this paper, we acquire elevation information of the balcony top on the basis of stereo image pair firstly and then in the light of it we calculate elevation information of all balconies in proper order. Finally, we give the results of 3D balcony modeling by using our methods.
Automatic and semi-automatic modeling of complicated objects from stereo image pair
A topology-based 3D model is put forward in this part, and in the light of it, the modeling methods of simple buildings, complicated buildings even interchanges are given, respectively. 
Topology-based 3D modeling

